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cause of the onset of a stamnlmer, and so he views with mis-
giving ani attempt in elementar-y sclhools to convert childreni
fiom left- to riglht-lhanidedness. It seems to me that both
views may be correct, buit that the daniger to the potential
stammerer lies, niot in the education of his other hand, but
in the fact that that education, if carried out in a large
class of right-handed cliildren, may expose a shy child to
conistanit public correctioni from his teacher and possibly
ridicule from his schoolfellows, and make him tlhorouglhly
self-conscious anid hyperisensitive-the worst possible con-
dition for a child of the type from which stammerers are
mlade. Every stammering child is, to some degree, of
nervous temperament, and he is generally shy and sensitive,
with a quite ablnormal dread of being conspicuous.' The
tragedy of his minor neurosis is its vicious circle-his shy-
ness and anxietv lest he stammer increases his stammering,
and his stammering increases his shyness. It would seem,
therefore, that constantly to draw attentioin to hiis one
abnormality miglht well aid the development of the other.
But I do not think that patient and enlightened education
ini private would have this effect, though the effort should be
to make him strive, not after- nlormiiality (that is, right-
handedness), but after ambidexterity, which will appeal
to him as a superior quality not possessed by all.

Onie must riemember, however, wheni considering cases
where stammering appears to have been cauised bv education
of the right hand, that stammering, though it frequently
starts before school age, not uncommonly starts in the
first year of school life, when the nervous left-handed child
may be exposed to many trials and strains apart from the
attack on his left-handedness.

Dr. Drinkwater (June 21st) is of opinion that the left-
handed child is quicker at learning to become expert with
his weaker hand than is the right-lhanded child. If this is
so it is because lhe is forced to be, for, com-ing inlto a
right-handed world, he finds himself at a disadvantage
with maniy right-hanided instruments (for example, scissors)
and inl many everyday actions arraniged for the right hand.
He may not write from right to left, as he ought to, so if
hie uses pen and inik witlh his left hand lie must eitlier use
an extraordiniarily awkward grip or draw his following
left hand over whlat he has written. So he will probablv,
even without persuasion, teanh himself to be ambidextrouis
in many thinigs that he finds awkward.
Dr. Dbrinkwater draws an interesting distinction between

the entirely left-handed child, who is, he says, always
mentally retarded, and the ambidextrous child, -who may be
mentally above the aver-age. Bitt is it not possible that the
mentally quicker ones teach themselves to be ambidextrous
and the others do niot?-I am, etc.,
Southampton, June 23rd. IAN S. THOMSON.

THE CAUSATION OF CANCER.
SIR,-With regard to the lhalf-dozen examlples of tumours

enumerated by Dr. Leitch-namely, rodent ulcer, melanotic
sarcoma, glioma of the eyeball, parotid tumour, chorion-
epithelioma, and cancer of the ceIvix uteri: (1) I (lid not
say "they are all malignant tumours." I cer-tainly pie-
sumed that he mentioned them as examples of cancer, as
they all are, and all cancers are malignant. Wlhat I did
say was that I maintained thev all could be. due only to a
single specific agenit. Dr. Leitch, however, makes the asser-
tion that of these six tumours " some are rarely or never "
malignant. It would be interesting to know which of
these are never malignant or even ralrely so, and if aiiy
pathologists ori clinicians would agree with hiim. (2) " They
are identical in onset," etc. This I adhere to. The exact
point of attack must be indefinite to the extent that it is
never seen, otherwise cure by immediate eradication wouldl
be easy, but that it must definitely exist is indisputable.
Regardinig two points of origin, it is quite possible for two
p(ints to be simultaneously attacked, iut both would be
definite. (3) " The termilnationi in each case is fatal."
Tlhis is, unfortunately, true. Cancer is inexorable. (4)
" The course in each is the same." Although the course
varies in duration and is influenced bv circumstances and(
environmenit, the disease keeps the e-vil tenor of its wav
to its fatal terimination. Rodent ulcer ,s the slowest of

all in its development, but it ends fatally sooiler oIr later.
It may last for twenty years, producing horrible destruc-
tion of the face, even destroying the base of the skull andi
meniinges andi exposing the brain. Of the otlier five,
examiiples sonie are more rapid than the others, but tho
end is the same in all. I do not take into coiisider'atioai
the effect of surgical interference, which may retard or
accelei ate the disease, but refer simply to the naturail
evoluition of the disease. (5) " The essential quality of
the (lisease is the same in all." It is. It is true that one
thing they have in common is that they are all neoplasms:
they alre, indeed, all maliginarnt new growths. They have
also many other things in common wllich have been already
mentioned, so they nieed not be repeated.
With regard to my " frequently repeated dictum " that

cancer is a specific disease, and therefor e must have a
spetific cause, I do not hesitate to reaffirmi it. It is the
fundamental fact of the cancer problem. It is probable
that Dr. Leitch and I do not employ the term " specific " in
the same sense. He uses it as a subdivision of generic
(genus and species). My use of it has no relation whatever
to species. By specific I meani clearly specified, definite,
distinictive, produced by a single micro-organism. Th;at
cancer in this sense is a specific disease is proved by its
auto-infectioni and its tr ansmissibility, which in its tutrn
is proved by intentional and accidental inoculation of the
disease. The cause, therefore, must be a specific one.
Furthermore, it is and miiust be applicable in every case.
As a corollary to this, no mechanical irritant can per se
produce a specific disease in any circumstances.
The success in obtaining cancers experimentally after

certain irritants was undoubtedly due, as Dr. Leitch
suggests, to the x agent of cancer " doing the trick " for the
experimenters, and I am not surprised that Dr. Leitcli
should admit that lie can think of no conclusive argument
to dispose of this fact. As regards the people who believe
that (lisease in general is a product of the imagination.
beingr " presumably sane," they can only be sane in their
ownl estimation, either so-called Clhristianl Scientists or
absolute idealists whose belief is that matter has no
existence, is only subjective plhenomeena of the mind, and
that mind only exists.

Dr. Leitch will never show, however much lie tries, that
he can induce cancer by " prime causes," no matter hov
many experiments are successful. All he can do is to
prepare the tissues, thus irritated by him, for the attack
of- the true and only cause, the specific x agent of cancer.
-I am, etc.,

A. T. BRAN-D, M.D., C.M.
Driffield, East Yorks, June 28th.

THE USE OF THE MICROSCOPE AT SEA.
SIR,-A microscope is regarded as a necessary part of

the equipment of our regular surgeons in the Atlantic
service. In view of the large number of emigrants handled,
coiniing as they do from all parts of Europe, the occasions
on which it is a valuable aid to diagnosis are of almost
daily occurrence. In the Atlantic service, in addition to the
conditions referred to by Dr. Webber (June 28th, p. 1157),
its use is frequently called for in the diagnosis of ringworm
and favus, which are fairly common diseases among emi-
grants coming from certain parts of Europe. Where either
of these diseases affects the finger-nails it is often impossible
to be certain of the diagnosis without a microscopic test.
Staining, materials, culture media, incubators, etc., are afl
,provided by the company as part of the surgeon's laboratory
equipmenit.
A ship's suirgeon is often deterred from taking his micro-

scope to sea with him by the fear that the sea air would
hlave a rapidly ruinous effect on it, but, provided it is
treated with the care and attention that such a delicate
instrument demands, whether on sea or landl, and not
allowed to stand exposed for lengthy periods wheni not in
uise, I have not found any reason to suppose that a micro-
scope suffers uinduly from t':e conditions wlhich obtain at
sea.-I am, etc.,

A. GAIRDNER, ! .,
Mledlical SiipeCIinteri(ient, ci natdian

London, S.W.1, June '30th. Pacific Steamlisilips, Limiited.
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